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Star Trek: A Call To Duty Presents ....

USS Andromeda
”Last Of His Kind” Part II

Starring 
Janne Nikula as Captain Sketek Zhnirev
Amy Bennet as Commander Trial Martin
Miika Nikula as Commander Senek Zhnirev
Jack Farfri as Commander Ray Durron
Nuno Cruz as Lieutenant Commander Rie-mann Z’heta
 James Van Hoyweghen as Lieutenant Tal’el Jordain
 PJ Chapman as Lieutenant J.G. Phillipe Joseph Capulette and NPC Engineering Team 9 Leader 
Casey Hare as Lieutenant J.G. Larn Kostra
 Scott Boggs as Ensign Spike Angelus Laredo 
And...
John McDermott as Cadets, TC Molecules and himself

Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Resume USS Andromeda "Last of His Kind" 10308.10
OPS_Capulette says:
::At OPS coordinating repairs of the Andromeda::
CTO_Senek says:
::At Main Engineering::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Andromeda is on course for the Veron system at Warp 5.
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Working at the science console::
Host CO_Sketek says:
::At the bridge::
CTO_Senek says:
::Monitors Andromeda's power usage and distribution, just in case there should be some problems with running on 80% power only::
CNS_Jordain says:
::In the lounge with the cadets::
FCO_Durron says:
::Still at the helm filling out a form and checking course periodically::
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Engaging SRS after a small check up::
XO_Martin says:
::Going as fast as she can to the lounge, where the CNS and cadets are::
OPS_Capulette says:
FCO: Paperwork?
CNS_Jordain says:
Cadets: So does anyone have questions?
FCO_Durron says:
OPS: Accident report.
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: What's the status of our repairs?
XO_Martin says:
::Stops just before she gets to the lounges doors and makes sure she doesn't look like she just got up, which she did::
Host Cadet Ranger says:
CNS: Life onboard a starship is well unknown and somewhat insecure.
OPS_Capulette says:
FCO: Oh. CO: The CTO is holding down the fort in Engineering and doing a good deal of management of the teams we've assigned. A lot of things are being taken care of en route, but the external hull repair and cosmetic work will have to be taken care of when we reach Haphenon II
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Shifts back to LRS::
XO_Martin says:
::Satisfied with her appearance, she walks through the doors, smiling cheerfully at the cadets in the room::
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Very good.
CNS_Jordain says:
Ranger: well let me put it this way.  Living in space is dangerous but that you already know from story's and histo-....::sees the XO come in::  XO: Good day Ma'am.
FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at his console as it beeps than sends the paperwork to the background and resumes his normal duties::
OPS_Capulette says:
::Returns to monitoring the repair teams' status::
XO_Martin says:
Cadets/CNS: Good morning, sorry for not being here sooner, some things just seem to creep up on you. ::Laughs::
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: Captain, sensors detect the Veron system.  Should I put it on screen?
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Go ahead. FCO: What's our ETA?
FCO_Durron says:
CO: Nothing to get in the way sir looks like a normal approach should be workable. ETA is three zero minutes.
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Puts the system on the main viewer::
Host CO_Sketek says:
FCO: Acknowledged.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Knows what she is talking about:: Cadets: This is our XO Ms Martin.  XO: Ma'am, Our Cadets.
OPS_Capulette says:
*CTO* Repairs must be going well if I can't find someone to take care of the rips in the carpet on deck 12.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Veron system appears on the main viewer, Haphenon 2 is class M with a Nitrogen/Oxygen atmosphere and the only planet capable of life support in the system.
CTO_Senek says:
*OPS* We are proceeding on schedule. The most important power relays have already been fixed.
XO_Martin says:
::Smiles pleasantly:: Cadets: pleased to meet you all, I hope your experience aboard the Andromeda will be a good one! - And it will be, unless we run into some nasty alien species...::shakes her head:: that would be horrible - especially what happened after last set of Cadets we had on board ::winks at the CNS::
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Shifts to SRS and puts a magnified image of the system on the screen::  CO: engaging SRS, Sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Nods at the CSO::
OPS_Capulette says:
*CTO* Okay, the teams that were working on the relays, if we could get them in EVO suits and have them waiting by the airlocks so they can work on the external structural and cosmetic damage when we drop out of warp.
CNS_Jordain says:
XO: We where just going to see the bridge Ma'am. Captain’s approval. Would you lead the way? ::Winks back and smiles::
Host Cadets says:
::Stand at attention::
FCO_Durron says:
CO: We are entering the edge of the system. Slowing to impulse speeds. ETA of Two Zero Minutes...mark.
Host Cadets says:
::Somewhat nervous and insecure::
CTO_Senek says:
*OPS* Many available teams will be reassigned to the structural repairs, but I think that we should first concentrate on replacing the broken dilithium crystal.
FCO_Durron says:
::Secures the ship from warp speed and brings the impulse engines online::
OPS_Capulette says:
*CTO* Okay, good deal.
Host Cadets says:
XO: Um pleased to meet you.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: As the FCO said, our ETA is about 20 minutes. You should doing scans of the planet and plan the best way for the cadets to go to an away team.
XO_Martin says:
::Grins and nods her head towards the doors:: Cadets: Alright, then let us go - and you guys can relax a bit, I'm not one of those huffy, uptight command types who cares about being at attention when the Captain or First officer comes into the room. ::Smiles::
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Andromeda enters normal space, slowing from a blur of rainbow light to real time, her impulse engines ignite glowing red hot in the darkness of space.
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: Understood, Captain.  ::Analyses the scans data and info regarding atmospheric conditions, solar winds, ...::
CTO_Senek says:
::Notices that Andromeda comes out of warp::
CNS_Jordain says:
XO: I'll inform the captain that we are on our way up
XO_Martin says:
CNS: Alright - Cadets: Come on then, the crew won't bite you ::grins and heads out the doors::
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Can we use transporters to beam down an away team or do we need a shuttle?
CTO_Senek says:
*OPS* We'll start fixing the warp core right away. Inform the captain that we may have to operate on even lower power levels until we're finished.
Host Cadets says:
::Looking around somewhat awed as the Andromeda secures from warp:: All: Neato
OPS_Capulette says:
*CTO* Aye.
CNS_Jordain says:
*CO* Captain, The XO, myself and the cadets or on the way to the bridge now
Host CO_Sketek says:
*CNS* Understood.
CTO_Senek says:
::Calls the repair teams back from their various jobs to work on the warp core::
OPS_Capulette says:
CO: Transporters are fine. We're beginning the repairs on the warp core, it may be necessary to run on lower power levels.
XO_Martin says:
::Leads the way down the hall to the turbo lifts, and waits in front of the door waiting for the others to catch up::
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: I see. It's a bit unfortunate but on the other hand, we're not in danger or a hurry, so take your time.
OPS_Capulette says:
CO: Aye, sir.
*CTO* Captain's given us permission to "take our time" on the warp core repairs.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Catches up with the XO and whispers::  XO: Just out of bed I guess ::winks::
FCO_Durron says:
::Calculates a Geosynchronous orbit::
Host Cadets says:
::Shuffling along, keeping together::
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Please give me a short analysis of the environment and life forms of the planet.
CTO_Senek says:
*OPS* Fine. We should have this done in about ten minutes.
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: Captain, meteorological conditions are "normal", i.e., frigid poles and a tropical equator.
OPS_Capulette says:
*CTO* Taking your time indeed.
XO_Martin says:
::Whispers back:: CNS: yes...::yawns:: stayed up too late reading last night ::grins::
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: It's a standard class M planet and particle activity is within standard parameter.  At least there aren't any solar flares.
CNS_Jordain says:
XO: Good book? ::still whispering::
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Listening to the CSO::
XO_Martin says:
::nods:: CNS: good, but long....those Lord of the Rings books take forever to get through
CTO_Senek says:
*OPS* Well, that's what the engineers tell me. I'm not especially well acquainted with these kinds of jobs myself.
FCO_Durron says:
CO: ETA is Now ten minutes.
CTO_Senek says:
::Orders the engineering teams to start replacing the crystal::
OPS_Capulette says:
*CTO* If you'd like me to come down and give you a hand I'd be happy to, ::Looks towards the Captain:: with the captain's permission, of course.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: What about life forms?
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: Sensors also detect a great variety of florae.  There are lush exotic plants.  Some animals as well, Sir.
CNS_Jordain says:
XO: Indeed, it also took ages to write them.
CTO_Senek says:
*OPS* I'm sure we could use another hand down here. Feel free to help us.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Very good, thank you.
OPS_Capulette says:
CO: Permission to head to engineering and assist the CTO?
Host CO_Sketek says:
OPS: Permission granted.
FCO_Durron says:
::Changes course slightly to be completely prepared to enter orbit::
CTO_Senek says:
::Tries to help the engineers to the best of his ability::
XO_Martin says:
::turns from the CNS to the Cadets:: Cadets: Alright, everyone pile in, ::motions to the TL doors:: Turbo Lifts are the main way people get from deck to deck on a starship, although I suppose you knew that already ::smiles and gets on the TL::
Host CO_Sketek says:
FCO: As we park the ship to orbit, take the OPS console until the OPS returns.
Host ACTDJohnSea says:
Action: The Andromeda enters the path of the 2nd planet's orbital plane, on course for orbit.
FCO_Durron says:
CO: Understood sir
OPS_Capulette says:
*CTO* On my way. ::Stands from OPS and goes to the Turbolift::
CNS_Jordain says:
::Gets in last and orders the TL to the bridge::
OPS_Capulette says:
CPU: Deck 21.
FCO_Durron says:
::Takes over OPS and shuffles a few things around:: CO: ETA is Five minutes
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO/FCO: Just to inform you, the cadets are about to enter the bridge soon.
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Continues to check the sensors::
CNS_Jordain says:
::Arrives at the bridge:: Cadets: Welcome to the bridge
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: Thank you, Sir.  Do you wish me to show them the Science console?
OPS_Capulette says:
::Steps out of the Turbolift and walks towards Main Engineering::
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Notices the cadets entering the bridge and stands up from the chair::
Cadets: Welcome to the bridge of U.S.S. Andromeda.
FCO_Durron says:
CO: We are entering orbit now, Sir.
XO_Martin says:
::Steps out of the TL last::
OPS_Capulette says:
::Enters engineering and walks to the CTO:: CTO: Alrighty, I'm ready to get down and dirty.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Please continue scanning.
FCO_Durron says:
::Types in commands to enter orbit and hold a geo-sync orbit.::
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: Aye aye, Captain.
Host Cadets says:
CO: Reporting for duty Sir!
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: At ease. You can see the planet Haphenon II on the main screen.
CTO_Senek says:
::Turns to OPS:: OPS: Great, perhaps you are of more use than I am here.
CNS_Jordain says:
CSO: Hi Rie, how are you?  ::walks towards the CSO::
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: We will be soon going down there.
Host Cadets says:
::stand self consciously ::
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: Captain, this planet seems like earth in a Jurassic animal age where predators dominate the landscape.
CSO_Z`heta says:
CNS: Tal!  I'm fine!  It's great to see ya!
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: I concentrated on other areas than engineering already during my days in the Academy. I have come to regret it sometimes, like this.
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: It's a very welcoming environment. To be perfectly honest, and off the record, I've been toying with the idea of requesting CEO.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Interesting. It seems we are better to be carrying phasers, just in case.
FCO_Durron says:
::begins checking on repairs and appears to be doing three things at once::
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: I concur, Sir.
CNS_Jordain says:
CSO: Rie, can you sense fear in the cadets.  Because I see fear in there eyes and I need to be sure
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: Anyway, let me introduce our officers.
FCO_Durron says:
::Is in fact doing five things at one time but two don't need constant attention::
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: You have already met the executive officer, Commander Martin and our counselor Jordaïn. I am Captain Sketek.
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: Then we'd lack a senior OPS officer…but if you feel more like an engineer, I believe that switching duties would be better than keeping your current post.
Host Cadets says:
CO: Um pleased to meet you ::Not sure of protocol::
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: It's something to think about, but I'm going to put some more sleepless nights into it before I go making any decisions.
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: Here are our Chief Science Officer Mr. Z'heta and our Flight Control Officer Mr. Durron.
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: Our Chief Tactical Officer and Operations Officer are at the engineering working on our warp core at the moment.
FCO_Durron says:
::Raises a hand when his name is mentioned but doesn't look back::
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: Of course, any big decisions require careful thought and meditation.
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Makes a small Klingon hard noise and bows a little to the cadets::
XO_Martin says:
::Nods and continues smiling::
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: Indeed. In the meantime, how many folks have you assigned to work on the crystal replacement?
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Whispering:: CNS: I only sense the typical awkwardness of young people.  Perhaps some small amount of fear now that they heard us talking about the Jurassic period.
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: Three teams of four engineers. I believe that is sufficient, but not too much.
CNS_Jordain says:
CSO: Thank you Rie, I hope that they will do fine.
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: Safety in numbers, but being blunt, twelve people aren't really necessary to replace one crystal.
CSO_Z`heta says:
CNS: They're not more scared than I when I was a young handsome cadet...
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: Well, I trust your judgment on this more than my own. ::Calls off one of the teams and sends them to work on the structural repairs::
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: Do you have any questions you would like to ask?
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: Good deal, next step is to switch to battery power so as not to interrupt power in the rest of the ship.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Whispers:: CSO: You were handsome!!
OPS_Capulette says:
::Walks over to a power regulation console and begins switching to battery power::
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: Ok.
FCO_Durron says:
::Spots the power being switched over::*OPS* Are you switching over to battery power?
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Winks and smiles at the CNS's remark::
Host Cadets says:
CO: The bridge seems quite large.
OPS_Capulette says:
*FCO* Yes I am. We're working on replacing the damaged dilithium crystal.
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: Yes, we could have up to 14 senior officers on the bridge if necessary.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Taps the CSO on the shoulder as a token of friendship and walks back to the cadets::
FCO_Durron says:
*OPS* Thank you just wanted to make sure.
OPS_Capulette says:
*FCO* Okiedokie.
FCO_Durron says:
::Begins shutting down some nonessential systems::
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: Where's the fresh crystal?
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Turns away from the cadets:: FCO/CSO: Are you both capable of going to an away team? I mean if you have work on the ship that is essential.
CTO_Senek says:
::Points to a container brought by one of the engineering teams:: OPS: Right there.
OPS_Capulette says:
::Walks to the dilithium container to inspect the crystal:: CTO: Good deal.
OPS_Capulette says:
Engineering Team 1: Go ahead and open the crystal chamber and begin to remove the damaged crystal.
FCO_Durron says:
CO:I still have a...few forms to fill out after the incident at the station but they can wait for a few hours, Sir.
XO_Martin says:
Cadets: feel free to look over the shoulders of our officers at their stations if you want to see what they are doing - I'm sure they won't mind if you want to ask questions either.
OPS_Capulette says:
Engineering Team 2: Take the new crystal and prepare it for installation.
Host CO_Sketek says:
FCO: Very good. CSO: What about you?
Host Cadets says:
CO: Is it fun to be a Captain , it looks neat I mean, you get to be the boss
CTO_Senek says:
::Keeps monitoring the power distribution tables to see that no part of the ship will be left without any necessary functions::
OPS_Capulette says:
Engineering Team 3: Ready the computer and make sure it knows we're doing this essential of maintenance, don't want to trip any alarms and whatnot.
CNS_Jordain says:
CO: Captain, I want to request to also go with the away team in case of problems ::looks at the captain with eyes telling him he really would like to accompany them to the surface::
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: That question is of very little relevance to me as I don't share your concept of fun.
Host Cadets says:
::Spreads out and walks around the bridge::
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: Captain, I've performed all usual scans.  I'm ready to go, Sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
CNS: I was planning that we all go, except the people working on the engineering.
OPS_Capulette says:
::Watches the Engineering Teams scurry about::
Host Cadets says:
CO: Um sorry we didn’t mean to offend you?
CNS_Jordain says:
CO: I see captain ::nods::
FCO_Durron says:
::Looks at the cadets and than locks down all the stations that a Sr. officer is not standing at::
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: I do not have the habit of taking offense so you do not need to worry.
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: In the meantime, I've noticed on the maintenance schedules that the Tractor Beam Assemblies are up for annual maintenance next week, we might as well get that done while we've got this extra time.
Host CO_Sketek says:
All: Let's assemble on the transporter room one for an away team. Everyone on the bridge will participate.
XO_Martin says:
Cadets: taking command of a ship is a big responsibility - it's not just giving orders, and being the boss.
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Nods at the CO::
Host CO_Sketek says:
XO/CNS: Please assist the cadets so that they will find their way.
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: A good idea.
XO_Martin says:
::Nods:: CO: of course, sir
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: I believe I could take care of that while you finish changing the crystal.
Host CO_Sketek says:
FCO: In the absence of OPS, please provide us with phasers and other equipment we might need to protect ourselves.
XO_Martin says:
::Waves to the Cadets:: Cadets: everyone come this way please, ::nods at the CNS:: we're going down to transporter room one now
Host CO_Sketek says:
CSO: Please provide us with the scientific equipment we will be needing on the surface.
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: Okay, Deck 26. The fore and aft assemblies. I've already sent E.T.7. But you can supervise if you wish.
FCO_Durron says:
CO: I will have them at the Transporter Room, Sir.
CSO_Z`heta says:
CO: I'm on it, Captain.  ::Gathers some tricorders and sample boxes::
Host CO_Sketek says:
*CTO* The bridge crew and the cadets are about to go to an away team leaving you and the OPS as the only senior officers aboard.
FCO_Durron says:
::Sets up as much to work on automatic as he can than calls the relief FCO and OPS to their stations than heads for the nearest weapons locker.::
CNS_Jordain says:
XO: I'm going to gets some things from my quarters. I'll meet you in TR1
Host CO_Sketek says:
*CTO* I do not suspect that any presence on the bridge is required as we are merely drifting on a stable orbit but in the case anything happens, you are in charge of the ship.
CTO_Senek says:
*CO* Understood, sir. We're still on the process of changing the crystal and coordinating other repairs. How long do you intend to stay?
XO_Martin says:
::Nods at the CNS, and makes sure all the cadets are with her before stepping back onto the TL::
Host CO_Sketek says:
*CTO* That is indefinite.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Gets on his way to his quarters::
Host Cadets says:
::Gets their gear::
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: It'll be a good chance for me to refresh my knowledge on how tractor beams work. I'll be on deck 26 if I'm needed.
FCO_Durron says:
::Stops than heads for the TL::
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: Understood.
CTO_Senek says:
*CO* Aye, sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Leaves the bridge and heads for the transporter room::
XO_Martin says:
::Waits patiently for everyone to get on the TL, and orders it down to the appropriate deck::
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: Also, all of the senior staff excluding we two is going on an away mission with the cadets.
FCO_Durron says:
::Steps into the Turbolift:: TL: Transporter Room one.
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: That's....wise.
CNS_Jordain says:
::Arrives in his quarters and gets all he need and runs out to TR1::
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: We are in quite a safe area right now, so there shouldn't be any trouble while they're gone.
Host Cadets says:
::Wondering if they are actually going to get phasers::
FCO_Durron says:
::Arrives at the Transporter Room than rushes to the nearest Weapons locker::
XO_Martin says:
::Steps out with the cadets and leads them all to transporter room one, realizing she's about a head shorter than several of them::
CNS_Jordain says:
::Arrives at TR1::
Host CO_Sketek says:
::On his way to the TR1::
CTO_Senek says:
OPS: Of course, if something unexpected happens we'll be informed immediately by our bridge crew and we can beam the away team back in no time.
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Approaches the XO:: XO: Ma'am, I've here tricorders and sample boxes for the cadets be able to collect interesting sample for later analyses.  
Host Cadets says:
XO: Are we going to be getting phasers? ::Wide eyed::
OPS_Capulette says:
CTO: Good point.
CTO_Senek says:
::Gets to a Turbolift and orders it to deck 26::
FCO_Durron says:
::Pulls eight hand phasers out and locks the setting to heavy stun and lower::
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Arrives at the TR1 and sees all the other people already there::
XO_Martin says:
::Nods at the CSO:: CSO: thank you, Cadets: I don't know if you will be receiving phasers or not, please take these tricorders and sample boxes that the CSO has for you first though.
FCO_Durron says:
::Pulls out four more hand phasers and a pack.::
OPS_Capulette says:
::Returns to working on maintenance::
CTO_Senek says:
::Notifies Assistant TO Manner that anything even slightly unusual should be reported to CTO at once::
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Hears the discussion:: Cadets: Have you been yet trained to use phasers?
Host Cadets says:
CO: Um a little.
OPS_Capulette says:
*Engineering Team 9* This has been bugging me for a while, but there's a section of carpet near Living Quarters on deck 12 that is just worn to shreds, go work on that.
Host Cadets says:
::Fidgets with tricorders::
CTO_Senek says:
::Arrives at deck 26 and heads for the tractor beam assemblies::
Engineering Team 9 Leader says:
*OPS* ::Puzzled:: Aye, sir....
FCO_Durron says:
::Throws the eight phasers and all the power cells in the pack than clips five normal hand phasers to the pack's strap and pulls two phaser rifles out than jogs back to the Transporter room.::
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Whispering:: XO: I think we can give these guys a phaser...  What do you think?
Host CO_Sketek says:
Cadets: I think that each one of you can be given a phaser but you are not authorized to use it unless you are in a very dangerous situation.
Host Cadets says:
CO: Yes Sir!
XO_Martin says:
CSO: ::Whispers back:: If the Captain sees that its okay, than it should be fine ::smiles::
CNS_Jordain says:
::Looks in his bag if everything is still there, including is personal hand phaser::
FCO_Durron says:
::Looks around the Transporter room:: CSO/CNS/XO: Here. ::Hands the CSO, CNS and XO each a hand phaser and two spare power packs.::
CNS_Jordain says:
FCO: Thanks.
Host TC Molecules says:
Cadets: Ever been in a transporter before ::smiles fiendishly: : You know we have had several accidents and......
XO_Martin says:
::Nods at the FCO:: FCO: Thank you
Host CO_Sketek says:
All: Now that we have the equipment, we can go.
CSO_Z`heta says:
FCO: Oh, thank you, commander.  ::grabs his phaser::
Host Cadets says:
::Gets very pale::
CTO_Senek says:
::Arrives at the tractor beam assembly, tries to study the devices as much as possible without getting in the way of the engineers::
Host CO_Sketek says:
::Gets a phaser and a tricorder and steps to a pad::
XO_Martin says:
::Smiles at the Cadets:: Cadets: Oh, don't worry - transporters are nothing to worry about - nothing like what happened to the last bunch of Cadets ::grins::
FCO_Durron says:
Cadets: I have eight hand phasers but they are locked so that they won’t fire anything more powerful than heavy stun.
OPS_Capulette says:
::Walks to the Chief Engineer's "Office" And sits in the chair:: Self: I could get used to this.
Host Cadets says:
::Steps on the Transporter Pad Nervously::
Host CO_Sketek says:
*CTO* We are about to beam down. You are now in command.
FCO_Durron says:
::Hands out the phasers:: CO: If we need to they can be set for full.
CTO_Senek says:
*CO* Understood.
FCO_Durron says:
CSO/CNS/XO: Who wants the other rifle?
XO_Martin says:
FCO: I'll take it, if no one else wants it
Host CO_Sketek says:
FCO: Good.
CNS_Jordain says:
XO: Nope, take it,
FCO_Durron says:
::Hands the second phaser rifle to the XO::XO: Have fun.
CSO_Z`heta says:
FCO: I also have a Klingon Bat-leth'...
CSO_Z`heta says:
::Nods at the XO::
XO_Martin says:
::Nods, and takes the phaser rifle, slinging it over her shoulder::
Host CO_Sketek says:
All: Everyone get ready. It won't hurt. Molecules: Beam us down in ten seconds.
FCO_Durron says:
::Checks his second pack full of phaser ammo and than stands on the pad::
Host TC Molecules says:
CO: Aye, Shaken, not stirred.
Engineering Team 9 Leader says:
*OPS* We took care of that carpet problem, sir....Anything else?
Host Cadets says:
Action: The Away team materialize in a tropical environment at the planet's equator, the skies are azure blue, and a nearby lake is teaming with fish.
FCO_Durron says:
@::Materializes and looks around alert for danger from outside and from the cadets::
Host Cadets says:
@All: That tickles.
Host CO_Sketek says:
@::Checks his phaser and takes off the tricorder to scan the surrounding area for any threats::
CTO_Senek says:
::Monitors the engineering team work on the tractor beams, trying to learn as much as possible::
CSO_Z`heta says:
@::Materializes and starts scanning::
CNS_Jordain says:
@::Materializes on the surface::
XO_Martin says:
@::Smiles at the Cadets comments, and pulls out her tricorder::
OPS_Capulette says:
*E.T9* Deck 9, The Intermix Turbolift shaft, go assist Team 5 there.
Engineering Team 9 Leader says:
*OPS* Aye, sir.
Host CO_Sketek says:
@AT: Everyone be careful.
Host Cadets1 says:
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